FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

JurInnov Launches Electronic Discovery Podcast Library

The Legal Technology Consulting Company Contributes to Advancing Electronic Discovery Education

CLEVELAND, OHIO – April 1, 2009– JurInnov is pleased to announce the launch of a free e-discovery audio podcast library (www.ESIBytes.com). The website highlights tips and current trends from national and regional experts on electronic discovery and records management topics. ESIBytes™ contributes to the electronic discovery knowledge base by making national thought leaders in the field available to anyone, at any time. Previously, expensive travel and other fees were required to hear national panelists such as judges or lawyers speak on electronic discovery topics. Now, this type of information is only a mouse click away. The audio files can be downloaded to a computer, IPOD®, I-Phone® and other forms of PDA’s for free.

Since any show in the podcast library is available on-demand, ESIBytes™ provides instantaneous access to pertinent information to those who need it most. In addition to mainstream topics, ESIBytes™ also facilitates education on more esoteric topics seldom covered at live seminars.

Many diverse experts have already contributed their material to the site, and include:

- Judge Shira Scheindlin and Am Law 100 E-Discovery lawyer/national blogger Ralph Losey, Esq. on teaching electronic discovery in law schools.
- Judge John M. Facciola and Tom French Esq. on why solo practitioners and small law firms need to learn about electronic discovery.
- Electronic discovery pioneer Jonathan Redgrave on the role of Special Masters in electronic discovery cases.
• Former Magistrate Judge Ron Hedges on his Top 10 e-discovery opinions of all time.

• Prolific author and writer Craig Ball on how computer forensics fits into electronic discovery cases.

JurInnov is sponsoring ESIbytes™ because Tim Opsitnick, Esq., Senior Partner and General Counsel for JurInnov, has devoted time educating people about electronic discovery. “The importance of education in this area is paramount,” stated Mr. Opsitnick. “Awareness of the rapidly changing electronic discovery landscape is necessary to stay abreast of the latest tools and protocols being applied to electronically stored information.” Karl Schieneman, Esq., Director of Legal Analytics and Document Review for JurInnov, created ESIBytes™ to build on his past endeavor of hosting BNA national audio broadcasts on electronic discovery issues and providing the information online. “E-discovery conferences play a role in the industry. However, they typically do not cover the specific in-depth material some professionals are seeking. In addition, due to the travel and conference schedule they can be an expensive and time-consuming forum for training.” Schieneman added, “ESIBytes brings thought leaders directly to the audience via the Internet and eliminates the cost of obtaining this valuable information.” Schieneman adds, “While I intend to record discussions worthy of any national e-discovery program, I also hope we can use the broad reach of the Internet to cover some niche oriented topics.”

About JurInnov Ltd.

Established in the year 2000 by Timothy M. Opsitnick Esq., JurInnov Ltd. has become a trusted resource for companies whose litigation technology needs are as varied and specialized as the companies themselves. JurInnov’s international consulting practice focuses on the application of technology solutions to challenging litigation demands of law firms and their clients, including the hosting and management of litigation and document management systems, electronically stored information (“ESI”) consulting and processing, electronic data discovery, data harvesting, electronic risk management consulting, and computer forensics. JurInnov is a certified partner of Microsoft Corporation (http://www.microsoft.com/sharepoint), developers of the Windows SharePoint™ Portal Server, and a Ringtail Legal™ ASP partner of FTI® Ringtail (www.ftiringtail.com). Recently named by Cleveland Magazine as one of the Top 25 workplaces where innovation is taking place, JurInnov
Ltd. continues to expand its growing team in Cleveland’s Technology Corridor. For further information about JurInnov please call +1.216.664.1100 or visit our website at http://www.jurinnov.com.

Please contact Tim Opsitnick, Esq. at tmo@jurinnov.com or Karl Schieneman, Esq. at kas@jurinnov.com for more information about ESIBytes™ or electronic discovery issues in general.
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